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  Health Matters!
Both Dave Fiend and Colin Mackenzie, M.D. presented some of 

their thoughts and experiences related to physical and health safety is-
sues.  Below are just some of the points that they covered.

Physical safety (Dave)

1.	 Someone	broke	their	finger	sticking	it	in	a	rotating	piece	of	wood.
2. Don’t pinch hands on rest.
3. Dull tools are harder to use, more risk to safety.
4. “Familiarity breeds stupidity”
5. Adjust rest with tool off.  Make sure piece spins freely
6. Face and eye protection.  Good face shield.  Prescription glasses 

are not adequate.  There is eye protection and face protection.  
7.	 Think	about	gloves	when	applying	finish;	absorption	into	skin	

gets	into	lungs.		Well	ventilated	when	applying	finish.

Continued on page 7:
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I	find	it	very	hard	
to believe that May 
is already here.  That 
means: “TOPS”.  I 
hope you have made 
one to compete against: 
Gary, or Dick, or Phil.  
The longest running is 
usually the hardest to 

beat.  We can also think of projects like, the 
biggest, or maybe even the smallest.  Just re-
member they have to spin!  It should be a fun 
evening.
The challenge for the meeting “Toy”.  Lots of 
possibilities there it will be interesting how 
many non-tops or string (….ooops) puzzles 
show up.  Our Treen challenge went well at the 
last meeting.  We did get to see a bunch of dif-
ferent Treen, even a Sock Darner.
We will have to pick another date for our an-
nual SVW picnic.  I have overlooked a major 
“conflict”	for	that	weekend,	as	we	will	not	be	
here.  We will have to pick another date at this 
next meeting.
Another Home and Garden show has gone 
buy.  That  show was  without a lot of sales or 
interest.  I really felt that this show was not 

well attended.  It was very disappointing 
to have all our stuff on display and we 
all ended up bringing 90+% home.  We 
did have a few sales but very little.  It is 
very discouraging to see this happen to 
us, but lookin’  around at the real world 
it is happening everywhere not just to 
us.  I hope our next one will be better.  
That show is scheduled for Aug 28 – 30, 
again at the Fairgrounds on Tully road.
Do you need wood?  You know “Wood” 
for turning??  Do you know there is a 
warehouse of turning wood right here in 
our neighborhood?  Some of the pieces 
have been trimmed into turning rounds.  
Most of the pieces have been coated 
with Anchor Seal.  Now for the big 
questions: …Cost and Availability.
The COST is 3 pieces of your choice 
(any size from the racks) for only $5.  
AVAILABILITY: … call John W. to get 
you turning wood at: 408 379-3722 
Would you believe to proceeds goes to 
the club?    Got Wood?   YET?
Keep it round,

PRES SEZ

Next month...
Join us Wednesday, May 6th, at 7 P.M., Rich's 

Center is located behind his home at 14979 Joanne 
Ave., San Jose. From Hwy. 680, take the McKee Road 
exit East about 1.5 miles to Toyon Ave. Turn left and go 
0.6 mile, turn right onto Joanne Ave.

Bring your chair and items for Show and Tell. We 
all learn together.

President's Challenge: “toy”
    Kent produced these with a mini hollowing rig
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TURNING OUTPresident’s Challenge 

Clockwise from top left:

Rich Johnson – A drinking glass or 
goblet out of pistachio, then he did a soup 
tureen, natural edge with a rim plate for 
base.

Herb Green – A set of nested salad 
bowls	(4);	one	turned	out	to	be	a	funnel.		
And Herb also made salad servers.  He 
carved in thumbholes.    The wood is 
Walnut	and	the	finish	is	Tung	oil.		Herb	
used a woodcut coring system.

Dick Pickering – A pair of salad 
servers, made from birch, with a mineral 
oil	finish.		The	bowl	of	the	spoon	is	carved	
(poser) and sanded.

Michael	Wiley	–	His	first	attempt	at	
turning a scoop.  The wood for one scoop 
is	Poplar	and	the	finish	is	walnut	oil.		The	
second scoop is made from tan oak (in 
place of beech substitute)

Phil Roybal – Explained that his wife 
needed a basting brush.  He obtained the 
bristles from Craft Supplies.  The wood 
is	California	Live	Oak,	and	the	finish	is	
Watco and Wax.  Phil explained that the 
bristles have an “epoxy button” making 
it easy to glue the bristles into the turned 
handle.

Scott Landon – Some spoons and 
candleholders. For the spoons, Scott used 
a variety of woods including Zebrawood, 
Sycamore, and Birch.  He painted an 
engraving on a Sycamore spoon and also 
showed one with a carved handle.  And, 
then… Scott’s candleholders…a little 
different…but this were not a surprise.  
In one example Scott used redwood with 
layered paper.  Basically he made a rim 
and then cut it out on laser.

Jim Gott – Sugar bowl out of Norway 
Maple (notice the green).    The sugar 
bowl had a Blackwood handle on the top.  
The bowl needs to dry before Jim applies 
a	wipe	on	poly	finish.		His	plan	is	to	turn	
salt and pepper shakers to match.

Jim Benson – Sugar bowl (topless) 
from Acacia.  Jim said that he had trouble 
finishing	and	mentioned	that	for	paper	
towels he prefers bounty.  He also tried 
panty liners that were left behind (no pun 
intended).

    Treen
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Clockwise from top left:

Harry	Levin	–	Harry	first	provided	the	
treen	definition	(“utility	domestic	item	made	
out of wood”), which he applied.  His treen is 
a darning egg for darning socks. The wood is 
Maple	and	a	50	50	finish	is	applied.

Becky Frisbee – Salt and peppershakers, 
with Corian tops and bottoms and Canary 
wood for the bodies.  Becky said that she 
always makes the wood component a tad 
bigger than the Corian.  She also turned small 
corks for bottom holes.

Ron Geren – 2 Kola wine bottle coasters.  
This is wood Ron b brought wood back from 
Hawaii.		The	coasters	are	finished	with	50	50.

Johnny	Alias	–	His	treen	definition	is	
“any	kitchen	item”;	hence	he	turned	an	old-
fashioned butter churn out of scrap wood.  He 
used	a	Mineral	oil	finish.	The	band	on	the	
churn	is	just	an	old	piece	of	roof	flashing.		
Also, Johnny made some cookie cutters out of 
Cedar. 

Kent Mosley – Bottle stoppers made from 
Paduak, Ebony and a number of other species.  
Kent also made some egg cups and egg 
kaleidoscopes to put in those eggcups.

Howard Cohen – Two scoops, made from 
Cherry	and	finished	with	Tung	oil.

Roy Litherland
a. For march, “cracked”, Roy used 

Manzanita and turned a large egg with 
inclusions/cracks.  It is mounted on a plaque 
and engraved with Benjamin.  

b. For treen, he applied the Wikipedia 
definition,	“any	kind	of	household	implement	
before	plastics;	hence	wood.”		He	made	a	
mallet (or for tonight a nut cracker).  The 
wood is Cypress.

Tom Schmida – Made two treens.  First is 
a mortar and pestle from Olive (for the bowl) 
and Walnut (for the pestle).  The second treen 
is a salt pig (mostly made from ceramic) from 
Maple with a spoon that is ebony.  Tom ruined 
a hole with the band saw but cleaned up with a 
dremel tool.

Bob Bowers  – Treen is a thimble box, 
i.e.	based	on	a	“wooden	tool	“	definition.		The	
wood	is	Cebol	and	is	finished	with	EEE.		Bob	
saw a thimble showcase in Santa Cruz.  He 
also bought a thimble at Michael’s.  As a 
backup (and to avoid the President’s buzzer, 
Bob also made an egg cup.

President’s Challenge continued from page 3
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Gary Keogh – An eggcup, a knife and 
fork, and a honey dipper.  The egg cup is 
Mesquite	finished	with	50	50;	the	others	are	
birch	finished	with	mineral	oil

Colin  MacKenzie – An Oak scoop.  
Unfortunately his wife said it is worth nothing 
so	Colin	made	a	comet	treen;	it	is	what	you	
put comet cleanser in and his wife said she 
could use that.

Brian Butler – Salt and Pepper shakes, soft 
wood	soaks	up	finish.		Palm	(black).

Charlie Belden
a.	 Makeup	for	March;	Plum	wood	turned	

green.		And	another	wood	bowl;	both	cracked.		
They were supposed to be plum vases but they 
tore themselves apart.  

b. For April, from Pepperwood, a brown 
sugar bowl with a spoon.  To create the effect 
of brown sugar in the bowl, Charlie used 
mahogany.  It was also turned green.

Gary Keogh– makeup
a. For March (“Cracked”) a wine glass
b. For “with holes”, a vase

President’s Challenge continued from page 4
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       Clockwise from top left:   

    Rich Johnson – Not pictured.  Some background Treen 
information.  In 1994, M. Salin was AAW president 
and asked for dinnerware.  She called it a treenware.  In 
particular members of AAW turned a number of Mulberry 
dinner plates for large banquet. Also Rich went to 
Ellsworth’s in October of 2000 and he did a treen salad 
bowl in 15 minutes.
				Oscar	Wittrock	–	His	first	2	in	1	project.		First,	with	a	
Mineral	oil	finish,	is	a			goblet	or	ice	cream	scoop.	The	
second is a natural edge Walnut dish.  Tried for thin until 
pieces	started	flying	off,	50	50.		He	also	made	a	wine	
goblet for traveling, and used a 11mm wrench to keep 
consistent stem thickness.
    Dick Pickering – From last week’s sawdust session, 
Dick described a work in progress.   Dick explained how 
he laid out lines, then uses a power carver, and then uses 
a sanding stick to round over corners starting with 80 grit. 
This is a really neat “secret” – he tears a strip of sanding 
paper, twists the strip and then uses it almost like a cord 
to sand grooves.  The lathe is stopped during this process.
Glenn? – Returned after 15 years.  Glenn showed a 
sample of a pattern from arose engine using diamond 
wood.
    Scott Landon – Made something “normal”, namely, 
salt and pepper shakers.  He made two sets.  Scott used 
threaded	electrical	conduit	fittings	for	the	bottom	plugs.		
Since the grain didn’t match, he…. painted them.  The 
wood is Cherry with Sycamore.  The diameter of the 
holes is 3/32nd inches.
    Becky Frisbee – The project was going to be a treen 
using Olive.  But Becky decided it was too pretty so it 
became	a	goblet.		It	is	finished	with	Crystal	coat	and	
buffed with EEE.
				Harry	Levin.	–	Harry	won	the	unfinished	mallet	from	
last	month’s	demonstration.		Harry	finished	it.		His	2nd	
piece	is	a	philosophical	variation	on	a	standard	them;	
namely a natural edge bowl but in t his case the natural 
edge is not the rim.   The natural edge is on body of bowl. 
The wood is Plum.
    Kent Mosley – Had some spare time and turned some 
mushrooms;	a	lot	of	mushrooms.		The	wood	is	Cebol?	
(cross between Zebra and Cocobola).   Kent also turned 
two	bowls,	walnut	inside	ambrosia	burl		and	finished	with	
3 coats of Tung oil.
    Colin MacKenzie – He was asked by his wife to make  
a	jewelry	box;	this	is	his	first	attempt.		The	box	has	a	
Sycamore top and the body of each piece is Lipus ( a form 
of	eucalyptus	-	Dave	Feind	said	it	is	sold	as	flooring).		
Colin said he wanted to go back and modify the piece but 
members of the club recommended he leave the piece as 
is.
				Gary	Keogh	–	A	bowl	from	Avocado;	notice	the	
interesting coloring. 

Show and Tell
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8.	 Slip	hazards;	sweep	up!
9. Electricity - make sure everything is properly grounded.  Especially dust collector.  

Can be explosive.  Could even jump and blow up electronics.

Health (Colin)

An electronic version (requires QuickTime or software that can read a QuickTime 
document) of Colin’s slides can be found on our Yahoo group site.

1. There are preventable and non preventable accidents
2. Preventable: have a routine for starting up and shutting down.  Proper shoes - don’t 

use sandals, jeans protect.  
3. Cancer of the sinuses is leading cancer from dust.  If elderly you cannot live long 

enough	to	get	the	cancer.	Phlegm	after	turning	means	you	have	taken	in	dust;	it	is	lungs	
way of rejecting foreign stuff.  Ideally you should be dust free.  Dave says one of the best 
masks comes from cartridge respirators. Rich asked about micron levels.  Can use a fan to 
move dust away.

4. Lathe placement, shop lighting.  Turn lathe speed down before turning it off for 
next time. Loose clothing is a bad thing.  Don’t wear long sleeves.  If you drop something, 
turn the lathe off before picking it up.

5.	 Know	your	blood	pressure	at	home;	may	be	different	than	in	the	doctor’s	office	and	
you may be over medicated.  Especially if you go to hospital and prescribed by other than 
your regular dr.

6. PSA is a waste of time for anyone over 75.  
7. Strokes - time is important.  
8.	 Emergency	room	-	ask	questions	and	if	not	satisfied	insist	on	getting	some	help.
9. Age and forgetting.  If you forget where your car is parked, this is not a problem.  If 

you	forget	you	have	car,	then	that’s	a	problem.		Senility:		A	little	test;	draw	a	clock	face	
with all the numbers, hour hand and minute hand.  If you can do this ok, then not to worry. 
Another test is subtracting 7 from 100 and 7 from each successive result. If you can do 
that, don’t worry.

Health Matters! from page 1:
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HOW TO DO IT

Making a Sanding Disc Mandrel
Powered sanding is 
a great way to get 
rid of bruised grain, 
scratches, and other 
unsightly artifacts of 
turning. But a good 
quality disc mandrel 
and soft backer pad 
can set you back $25 
by the time you get 
them to the lathe. If 
you want one for each grit to speed up 
the process, well... that’s more.

When I needed six for a class I’m 
teaching, I set out to make my own for 
less than $5 apiece.

 Here’s what you need to do the 
same, mostly from OSH:

3/8" Neoprene sheet
1/2" Sponge rubber sheet
Heavy duty Velcro
5-minute Epoxy
5/16" Fender washer
5/16"x 3" bolt
5/16" nuts (2)
Additionally, you’ll need some 

1/2" foam rubber from a fabric store.
Take whatever tool you use to cut 

sanding discs (I use a 2" hole saw with 
the teeth ground off) and cut 2" discs 
of sponge rubber, foam rubber, and 
Velcro. I recommend you put hook 
material on one side of the foam pad 

and loop material 
on the other, then 
attach it to hook ma-
terial on top of the 
basic mandrel. That 
way you can replace 
the foam pad easily 
when the Velcro 
gives up, without 
replacing the whole 
mandrel.

Drill a 5/8" hole in the neoprene 
sheet with a Forstner bit and fit it over 
a dowel in a sheet of scrap plywood. 

Feed that plywood into the bandsaw 
until the blade is 1” from the dowel 
center, then rotate the neoprene on the 
dowel to cut out a 2" disc centered on 
the hole.

Finally, cut off the head of the 
bolt and sandwich the fender washer 
between the two nuts at the other end 
of the bolt. Then clean the metal top 
of the washer with acetone to remove 
grease.

Now, mix some epoxy and attach 
the neoprene to the sponge rubber 
disc. Then glue the other side of the 
neoprene disc to the bolt/washer as-
sembly and set aside to cure. 

When the epoxy is hard, peel the 
protective coating off the Velcro hook 
material’s adhesive side and attach it 
to the sponge rubber at the end of the 
assembly.  Attach Velcro hook material 
to one side of the foam rubber disc and 
loop material to the other side. Leave 
it all overnight.

Next day, mount a Jacobs chuck 
on your lathe and insert the mandrel 
into it to turn the triangular profile. Put 
a really sharp edge on a skew chisel 
(the rubber will just curl around a dull 
edge) and use it to turn a smooth cone 
from the top edge of the foam rub-
ber down to the edges of the fender 
washer.

That’s all there is to it. You can 
have five of these mandrels for the 
price of one good one from a commer-
cial retailer. 

Phil Roybal

Phil Roybal is a longtime mem-
ber of Silicon Valley Woodturn-
ers and a former editor of Chips 
& Chatter.  He teaches a variety 
of woodworking classes at The 
Sawdust Shop in Sunnyvale.
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Product Review:   Mini-Monster Hollowing System by Superior Design &  Machine      
By Kent Mosley

A few months ago my good friend Charlie purchased the mini-monster hollowing system and brought it to a 
sawdust session to show it off.   Its an articulated arm system with laser, designed for small lathes with 10-12 inch 
swings.   Charlie was busy with other projects, and graciously loaned the mini-monster (MM) to me to try it out.   
Oh boy, a new toy.    

The MM comes with both a 5/8 and a 3/4 inch boring bar, both of which will accept the variety of cutting tips that 
are included.   Both a straight and angled tip accept 1/4 square hss cutters.   There is also a small round carbide 
scraper tool, and a 3/16 cutter that will rotate a full 360 degrees for undercutting.    The first picture below shows 
all the parts that are included.  The second image shows the MM set up and ready to go.   The complete system 
sells for about $350.

One of the best features of the MM is its ease of setup and storage.   The whole unit can be hung on the wall 
fully assembled.  To use, simply remove your tailstock, lock the MM in its place, and adjust the toolrest and you’re 
ready to hollow.    All adjustments of cutters and laser can be accomplished with a single allen wrench, and a t-
handled wrench is included.   

In use, the MM is a dream.  The articulated arm is smooth and solid.  Once mounted on the lathe, no further 
movement or adjustment is required, except for changing cutting tips and aligning the laser.  There was a small 
amount of play in the articulated arm, but tightening of the lock nuts eliminated that.   Using the MM was very 
straight forward and intuitive.   The tool has a very solid feel and very little chatter.   Removing and sharpening the 
high speed steel cutters was quick and simple.   The laser was spot on, and after 12-14 hours of use, the original 
batteries were still going strong.  

I’ve only been turning for a little over a year, and I’m fairly new to hollowing.  I’ve only used hand-held tools 
and a captive ring system, so I thought I’d get a second opinion.    I invited Scott Landon and Jim Benson to come 
over and put the MM through its paces.    Scott and Jim are both machinists with a gazillion years of experience 
between them, and they’ve both been turning for years.  Scott came to my shop on a Thursday, and hollowed a 
small vase he brought with him.  Jim came the following day, and hollowed a larger pear vase that I had started.   

New Stuff

Continued on page 10:
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Jim  tried out all of the cutters and scrapers, as well as the undercutting tip.  Both were very impressed with 
the mini-monster hollowing system.   They commented that the tool was very well made, and did the job as 
designed.    They both expressed an interest in acquiring the tool.

All in all, I’ve got nothing but good things to say about the MM.   I was slightly disappointed that it 
couldn’t be used on smaller projects.  I was in the process of making Christmas ornaments and needed to 
work through a small hole.   With the tips included with the MM, a 3/4  hole is about the minimum, and that 
was too large for what I was doing.    Since the mini-monster is designed for a mini-lathe, I think a great 
improvement would be to add small straight and swan-neck tips for mini-hollowing work.   Also, a larger 
scraper (round or guitar-pick shaped) would be a good addition.   Both of these additions are readily avail-
able from other sources.   Oh yes… there was one other BIG disappointment with the mini-monster…..  
Charlie called, and I had to give it back.          

The Mini-monster is high up on my wishlist… and by the way guys, my birthday is in May.

Well, here’s some of what I did with the Mini-monster
All hollowed to about ¼ inch wall thickness.

For more information - or If you have a larger lathe, also check out the Monster Hollowing System 
– the big brother to the MM.

Superior Design &  Machine      (765)766-5000
112 N. Deye Street  P. O Box 150

Mooreland,Indiana...47360
Email: SuperiorDesign@comcast.net

www.monster-wood-tool.com

Continued from page 9:
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CLUB NOTES

SVW needs YOU
It takes more than the of-

ficers and program chairs to make 
our club function at its best. If your 
name’s not in the column at right, we 
still need your help in smaller ways to 
manage some of the club’s activities.

This is a HELP WANTED ad, and 
we need you to respond. There are 
always things that need doing here. In 
particular, we need:
•	 Volunteers	for	shop	tours
•	 Volunteers	to	present	at	meetings
•	 Members	to	write	up	their	profiles	
 for the newsletter
•	Short	articles	for	Chips & Chatter

Please volunteer to Rich Johnson 
and help make our activities happen.

Sharing 
Knowledge
MEMBERS: Please contribute your 
expertise to our newsletter. The editor 
will help you get your article ready if 
need be. Deadline is the 12th of the 
month.

OTHER WOODTURNING 
CLUBS: you may use materials in 
this	newsletter	for	the	benefit	of	other	
turners. Please credit Silicon Valley 
Woodturners and the newsletter month 
and year for any material you use, and 
mention our web site: www.svwood-
turners.org.	Note	that	if	we’ve	flagged	
an article as having been reprinted 
from another source with permission, 

you must secure that same permission 
in order to use that material.

Volunteer Instructors
The turners below have graciously 

offered to open their shops to help 
members who want to learn to sharp-
en, try something new, or  master a 
technique that just doesn’t seem to be 
working. We all love to share. You just 
have to ask.

Willing to help? Contact Lloyd 
Frisbee to join this list. 

Jim Gott (408) 265-9501
Rich Johnson (408) 254-8485
Phil Roybal (408) 255-4789
Kent Mosley      (510) 745-7648

Join Silicon 
Valley 
Woodturners

Want to join a great group of 
turning enthusiasts in an atmosphere 
of sharing and camaraderie? Be-
come a member of Silicon Valley 
Woodturners.

We	meet	on	the	first	Wednesday	
of each month. See page 2 for details. 
Drop in at any meeting and check 
things out. To join, contact Rich John-
son (see listing at the right). 

Learn more about our club on the 
web at www.svwoodturners.org.

SVW Contacts

President
Rich Johnson (408) 254-8485
Rich@latheart.com

V.P./Program Chairs
David Feind (408) 386-3605
feinddj@yahoo.com

Treasurer
Craig Thorson (650) 678-1970
chomes@wwdb.org

Secretary
Howard Cohen (408) 378-9456
howard687@yahoo.com

Editor
Lloyd Frisbee (408) 978-6219
bigguy95124@yahoo.com

Sunshine Chair
Becky Frisbee (408) 978-6219

Photographer
Jim Gott (408) 265-9501
jgtimp@aol.com

Apparel
Dick Pickering (408) 227-9821
calwoodart@sbcglobal.net

Ways & Means
Jack Todd (408) 984-3848
jacknethel@sbcglobal.net

Webmaster
Charlie Beldon (408) 559-1582
charlieb@accesscom.com

Librarian
Kent Mosley (510) 745-7648
kentmosley@yahoo.com

Scott Landon shakers
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STAFF REPORTS
RIch JohNSoN (PRESIDENt)

Summer Picnic coming up.

David Fiend 
(VP/Programs)

cRaIg thoRSoN (tREaSuRER)
Treasury reports are available to 

members. See Craig.

Kent Mosley (LIbRaRIaN)
Everything available in the library 

is listed on the yahoo group site.

DIck PIckERINg (aPPaREL)
Hats are now available at $10 

each. Sew-on patches are $5. Be sure 
to wear your SVW insignia when you 
work shows such as the Woodworking 
show as an SVW staffer.

bEcky FRISbEE (sunshine)
Let Becky or Lloyd  know if a 

club member needs a get-well card, 
a new-member info packet, or some 
other contact from the club.

Other Business
    Hartville Tools is offering 

20% member discounts if we pass 
along our club roster. If you don’t 
want your name released, put your 
name on the opt out list in the data-
base section of our Yahoo group site. 
   

Have you changed email addresses?  Have you 
moved?  Have you changed phone numbers?  We are 
trying to update our roster and found many things 
have changed over the year.  If you have changed, 
let Howard know so that he can update the roster.  It 
is also time to renew your membership to SVW and 
AAW.  It is really important to be an AAW member.

Have you changed?
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Even Roy wants to know...
How did you do that?

Rich Johnson's 
Woodturners' Boot Camp
Learn the basics, from chainsaw 
to polish. An all day class. Book 
available. Sign up now. (408) 254-
8485.

FOR SALE
* Jool Tool Sharpening system with all accessories $200
* Thin Blade Parting tools - $20
*	Loggers	/	fishing	gloves	-	$3
* Shop hanging Paper towel holders - $5
* Mirca sand paper $16 per box 
   80 grit is $17.

* Sanding disk punching $5 per box.

408 254-8485
Rich @latheart.com

Oneway 10 x 18 Lathe with stand.  Like picture below.

Various accessories

$1200.00 OBO

Jack Todd
408-984-3848
jacknethel@sbcglobal.net

May … “Toy” … 
June … “Natural edged”… 
July … “Glue-up”
August …”Repaired” … 
September … “Craft Item” … 
October … “Legged”…  
November … “Not Footed”
December … “Seasonal”.

Club Picnic
  Saturday July 18
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Ironmen are those who complete 
all 12 President’s Challenge projects for 
2009. Those who meet the challenge are 
awarded distinctive IRONMAN name 
badges. A green bar in the chart below 
means that person has completed the 

project for the month indicated.
You needn’t be a great turner, 

you just need to participate. Make 
something in our Challenge theme and 
bring it to the next meeting.

Editor’s Note
If I’ve overlooked your President’s 

Challenge entry somehow, e-mail 
Lloyd at bigguy95124@yahoo.com.

IRONMAN

2009 chaLLENgES

May is “Toy”

IRoNMaN RuLES

•	Entries	must	not	have	been	shown	before.
•	If	you	miss	a	month’s	Challenge,	you	may	bring	it	to	a	Sawdust	

Session, or to the following meeting. 
•	If	you	bring	a	make-up	Challenge	to	a	meeting,	you	must	also	

show the current month’s Challenge piece. 


